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KILLING MUSLIMS IS NOT JIHAD!!!

There is a strong, marked similarity between the establishment of the Saudi Arabian Salafi
regime and the so-called ‘caliphate’ in Iraq. That similarity is that the fathers who gave birth to
these two vile, illegitimate regimes are western Kuffaar. While the Saudi regime was established
by Britain, the so-called caliphate in Iraq is the creation of the U.S.A. Every unbiased intelligent
searcher of the Truth understands these facts of reality without the slightest difficulty.

When the Saudi regime was created on the ashes and ruins of the displaced Uthmaani
(Ottoman) Khilaafate, the Saudi regime was given the green light by Britain to rule by the
Shariah, and now that the U.S.A. has brought into existence the bogus ‘caliphate’ in Iraq, it has
given the puppet caliph the green light to operate his version of the Shariah.

It should be understood that no puppet ‘Muslim’ regime can endure with only kuffaar monetary
and military support. The fundamental requisite for enduring sustainment of a regime, the
imperative need is foot soldiers on the ground. Without this support, the regime will not last. The
only reservoir from which to draw such support is the ignorant masses. And, the method to gain
a fighting ground force is to dangle the bait of Islam – the establishment of a Shariah state for
which Jihad is necessary. But this bait is a vile chimera which stupid Muslims acting on emotion
swallow.

The slogan of Jihad attracts Muslims. Jihad throbs in the hearts of Muslims. He in whose heart
there is no Jihad is a munaafiq according to the Hadith. Thus, the Jihad slogan attracts Muslims
like a magnet. Since the recruits are generally morons, they are unable to apply their minds
constructively for ascertaining if the call is a genuine Call of Jihad, or a vile plot of the kuffaar to
advance their global interests.
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Ignorant, hence unable to distinguish between right and left, the juhala among the awaam
acting purely on the basis of emotion, plunge into the cauldron of deception and conspiracy to
further the sinister objectives of the kuffaar, in this case of the bogus ‘caliphate’, the objectives
of the U.S.A.

The other similarity between the creation of the two Salafi regimes – the Saudi regime and now
the Baghdadi bogus ‘caliphate – is the common factor of brutality. Both these Salafi regimes
resorted to mass massacres of Muslims, and Mr. Simon’s ‘caliphate, added non-Muslims to the
list. According to the Saudi Salafis whom Britain had installed in Arabia, all non-Salafi Muslims
are kuffaar. They are
mubaah
ud dam (their blood is halaal)
, and their women folk can be enslaved and taken for
baandis.

The Saudi barbarians massacred thousands of Muslims. It was on the blood of Muslims that the
Saudi Bedouins raised their ‘Islamic’ state. Thus, Allaamah Shaami said about the Saudi
Salafis:

“......In our age, the followers of Abdul Wahhaab who emerged from Najd, overwhelmed
the Haramain and pretended to be the followers of the Hambali Math-hab, but in reality,
they believed that only they are Muslims, and whoever opposes their beliefs are
mushrikoon. Thus, they regarded as lawful killing the Ahlus Sunnah and killing their
Ulama....”

Whilst the external facade of the Saudi Islamic state flaunted certain laws of the Shariah such
as public floggings, beheadings, Hijaab, enforcement of Salaat, etc. they were actually the
puppets of Britain in particular and of the kuffaar West in general. The seeds which Britain had
sown and nourished are today in full bloom. Look at the condition of the ‘islamic’ state of Saudi
Arabia and the backyard satellite Gulf States – all competing to out-westernized the West.

Just as the Saudi regime unleashed a reign of terror on Muslims by wholesale killing, so too
has ISIS duplicated the Saudi massacres by large scale killing of non-Salafi Muslims, and
even Salafi Muslims of its own breed and creed, namely the members of Jabhatun Nusrah
whose adversary the puppet ‘caliph’ had become after his renege from that organization. The
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brutal achievements of ISIS are:

(1) Killing Iraqi Muslims (non-Salafis) who had refused to take the bay’t (oath of allegiance) at
the hands of ‘Caliph’ Obama’s deputy, Mr. Simon alias ‘Bagdhadi’.

(2) Killing Kurd Muslims who are primarily Hanafis.

(3) Killing and uprooting the entire Yazidi non-Muslim population which had inhabited Iraq for
thousands of years including the entire duration of the four periods of Islamic Khilaafate, viz.,
Khilaafat-e-Raashidah, Bani Umayya (the Omayyide Dynasty), Abbaasi Khilaafate (The
Abbasides) and Uthmaani Khilaafate (Ottomans).

(4) Killing and uprooting the Cjhristian population which had also enjoyed Muslim patronage
since the very inception of Islamic Rule in Iraq from the time of Hadhrat Umar (radhiyallahu
anhu).

(5) The current concentration of ISIS killing is Jabhatun Nusrah.

(6) Luring young foreign Muslim girls to join its rubbish U.S. created movement. This is one of
the most despicable, cowardly exploits of ISIS. They claim to be the establishers of Shariah
Law, yet they lure young girls to flee from their homes – to abandon their parents and to travel
without mahaareem. Only the slaves of carnal lust will degenerate to such a vile ebb of
immorality. Their total moral and spiritual bankruptcy is well advertised by this shaitaani
achievement.

The facts on the ground loudly testify that there is no Jihad in the Syrian-Iraqi arena today. Who
is killing and who are being killed? Muslims are killing Muslims. The primary fight is now
between ISIS and Jabhatun Nusrah. ISIS is killing only Muslims. As long as Jabhatun Nusra is
not neutralized, ISIS will not be able to establish a viable American ‘caliphate’.
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While the American puppet with his rodomontade attitude threatens to invade Spain and go
after his creator, Obama – all said to befool morons – not a word is said about aiding Hamas or
fighting the Yahood and freeing Baitil Maqdis. They do not even breathe a word about Baghdad
right on their doorstep.

American aid for ISIS via Saudi Arabia and Jordan, and collusion with Assad of Syria, are open
secrets. Even western kuffaar anti-Islam experts acknowledge that ISIS is a U.S. creation.
Precisely for this reason has America withheld from any action against ISIS. If ISIS was not an
America’s puppet, the ISIS capital of Raqqa would have been reduced to ruins by America just
as it had done to the Kurd town of Kobane. But Raqqa is intact and flourishing, and that is
where stupid foreigners find comfort. If ISIS was anti-America, by today Raqqa would have
been in ruins, and Mr. Simon would have been history. The skies over there would have been
infested with American drones if this whole miserable lot of crank ISIS ‘jihaadis’ were not
morons acting in furtherance of American conspiratorial designs.

There is no Jihad in Iraq and Syria. They are running backwards and forward like bandits and
gangsters, killing one another within a cocoon with marked frontiers established by the U.S. The
internecine Muslim fighting is going on like a seesaw to the glee and satisfaction of the kuffaar,
and Israel in particular. They operate within a region defined by the U.S.
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